
U9-U10 CYA Weekly PRO Practice 
Weekly Individual At-Home Player Program 

 
Each week players who want to work on their own can follow the CYA Weekly PRO Practice. 
The PRO Practice has three components: 
 

Practice 

Reflect 

Observe 
 

• The Practice portion of the PRO Practice will be an age appropriate skill that can be 
practiced at home in the backyard, open room, garage, etc. incorporating dribbling, 
shooting, moves, and so on. Players doing this work on their own outside of their team 
and academy sessions they are missing due to the coronavirus will make a significant 
difference in a player’s overall skill development during these trying times. We want to 
encourage players to do this work on their own as it will also help enhance their 
fundamental skills as players while also staying busy! 

 
• The Reflect portion of the PRO Practice will ask the players to review the work they did 

during the activities outlined for that day. An example would be that they can talk 
about/reflect on a component of the activity they feel they did very well. Also, we may 
ask them to reflect on a game they remember, where they can identify an area they feel 
they need to work on based on that memory. Finally, it could be a general question 
about the game. Getting players to evaluate themselves can help broaden their game 
intelligence, and make them smarter players.  

 
• The Observe portion of the PRO Practice will provide the players to watch a video (or 

videos) on YouTube. They will either be highlights for a specific skill, highlights from a 
recent game, or even a portion of a very competitive game. Watching the game and 
learning from observations is vital to the success and development of a growing player.  

 
 

U9-U10 WEEK 2 WORKOUT BELOW 
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Monday - Week 2 - Practice Activity 1: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

Close Control footwork 
 

EQUIPMENT 
Soccer ball, Cones, or objects (socks, water bottles, toilet paper) 

 
SET-UP 

Place cones or objects in a straight line. 1 Foot apart. 8-10 in a row 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
Close control Footwork Skills 1-8 in video; 60 second on, 30 seconds rest 
1. Inside and outside weave Right foot (2 times) 
2. Inside and outside weave Left foot (2 times) 
3. Outside foot only both feet (2 times) 
4. Double Touch Inside and outside weave Right foot (2 times) 
5. Double Touch Inside and outside weave Right foot (2 times) 
6. La Croqueta - Inside square cut and push with the opposite foot. Left to right, right to left. (2 times) 
7. Inside inside with both feet.(2 times) 
8. Croqueta left and right foot (2 times) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NMfLJynwyTk  
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Monday - Week 2 - Practice Activity 2: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

Close Control Continued 
 

EQUIPMENT 
Soccer ball, Cones, or objects (socks, water bottles, toilet paper) 

 
SET-UP 

Place cones or objects in a straight line. 1 Foot apart. 8-10 in a row 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
Close control Footwork Skills 10-12,18-22 in video; 60 second on, 30 seconds rest  
9. Inside outside (2 times)  
10. Sole roll stop (2 times)  
11. Toe taps moving forward (2 times)  
12. Inside Foot V cut (2 times)  
13. Outside foot V cut (2 times)  
14. Alternating foot V cut (2 times)  
15. Scissor La Croqueta (2 times)  
16. Inside pull push Left and right foot (2 times) 

 

Monday - Week 2 – Reflection: 
After performing all the skills which one was your favorite? 

 

Which skill was the most challenging? Did you slow down to make sure the ball is not hitting the cones? It is 
always better to start off slow and then pick up the speed. 

 

Monday - Week 2 – Observation: 

Lionel Messi - Close Ball Control HD 
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Tuesday - Week 2 - Activity 1: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

Fast Footwork 

EQUIPMENT 
4-disc cones or markers (socks, water bottles, shoes, shirts, etc.) 

 
SET-UP 

U9-U10 players should create a 2x2 yard box 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
Fast Footwork Skills 15-10 in video: 60 second on, 30 
seconds rest (Skip #s 10-14 on video) 
15. Pull Back taps/V 
16. Foundation Touches Bell Taps/Clocks 
17. Toe Taps Clock 
18. Inside/Outside 
19. Back in Forth Cuts (freestyle) 
20. Freestyle Dribbling 
 
https://youtu.be/CgsymJy0RJk 
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Tuesday - Week 2 - Activity 2: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

Fast Footwork continued 

EQUIPMENT 
4-disc cones or markers (socks, water bottles, shoes, shirts, etc.) 

SET-UP 
U9-U10 players should create a 2x2 yard box 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
Fast Footwork Skills 1-9 in video; 60 second 
on, 30 seconds rest 
1. Foundation Touches 
2. Ball Taps 
3. Forward/Backward Rolls 
4. Right/Left Rolls 
5. Brazilian Rolls3. Forward/Backward Rolls 
6. Straight Line V-taps 
7. Single Leg V-Taps 
8. Double V-taps 
9. Double V- taps Outside 
 
https://youtu.be/CgsymJy0RJk 
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Tuesday - Week 2 – Reflection: 
What footskill was the most difficult to keep inside the box? 

 

Did you struggle with any of these fast footwork drills? If so, try and slow them down until you are able to 
do them quickly. Remember quality vs quantity! 

 

Tuesday - Week 2 – Observation: 

10-Old Soccer SENSATION | Next Lionel Messi?  
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Wednesday - Week 2 - Practice Activity 1: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

Turning 
 

EQUIPMENT 
Ball, starting point, and end point 

 
SET-UP 

set starting point 7-9 feet apart 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
Dribble to end point and turn (1 minute for each foot)  
1. Outside hook  
2. Inside hook  
3. Pull and turn - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4t3IQIvx9no  
4. Half Cruyff - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CYtzf7YD8oY   
5. Try your favorite! 
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Wednesday - Week 2 - Practice Activity 2: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

Speed move & turn 

EQUIPMENT 
Ball, starting point, anything to represent a defender (sock, cone, shirt, dog) end point 

 
SET-UP 

starting point with "defender" in the middle and an end point to turn 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
 
1. Dribble to "defender" - cut with inside of foot – Turn (using turns from above) *2 minutes each foot* 
2. Outside Cut 
3. Scissor 
4. Stop and Go (stop with right stop, go with outside of left) 
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Wednesday - Week 2 – Reflection: 
Watch the video below. Which turn was your favorite and why? 

 

Which move do you use the most? 
 

Wednesday - Week 2 – Observation: 

Legendary Turns By Anastasio - Cruyff, Iniesta, Pirlo, Messi, 
Ronaldo, Ronaldinho, Xavi etc. 
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Thursday - Week 2 - Activity 1: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

Pull-back V 
 

EQUIPMENT 
Ball, and space. 

 
SET-UP 

space should be a good 6 x 6, to give enough freedom. can use cones, shoes and shirts for markers. 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
 

follow video, start slow and speed up when comfortable. 
10 minutes getting coordinated, and 15 - 20 minutes achieve mastery of skill. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCWcbFhaFJ4   
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Thursday - Week 2 - Activity 2: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

Pull back V - Attacking situations 
 

EQUIPMENT 
cones, bottles, and ball 

 
SET-UP 

set in angles, per video. Set it apart depending on your comfort. 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
5 min. warm up getting used to setup. Then go 3 sets of 4 mins. Game like speed. 
 
BONUS: Apply the Phase 1 V to this same set up. Can you try? 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tVTi54D71Ls  
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Thursday - Week 2 – Reflection: 
How was your balance? Technique? were they all correct? 

 

When and where could these moves be used? 
 

Thursday - Week 2 – Observation: 

Andres Iniesta Best Skills Ever With commentary  
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Friday - Week 2 - Practice Activity 1: 
PRACTICE 1 ACTIVITY 

Box to Box Sprints (Without Ball) 
EQUIPMENT 

Cleats, 9v9 field 
EQUIPMENT 

Find a small space and lay mat/towel down or just use a carpeted surface 
 

SET-UP 

None required, use lines on field 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
Start at one end of the field at the top of the 18yd box, sprint down to the top of the other 18yd box. Once 
getting there, walk down to the endline and back (this is part of your rest). Allow 20-30secs. of rest in 
between each sprint. Set a time to beat for yourself to get from one box to the other (12-16secs). Repeat 8-
10 times. Watch the clip - only difference is we are resting in between and not going down and back. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uo9u_sW7DnM  
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Friday - Week 2 - Practice Activity 2: 
ACTIVITY OBJECTIVE 

T-Drill Agility (With Ball) 
 

EQUIPMENT 
4 cones, ball, cleats 

 
SET-UP 

Set the cones up like the letter "T." First cone is the bottom of the T, second cone would be the top middle 
of the T (about 10yds vertical from the first cone). Third and fourth cones go 5-10yds horizontal on each side 

from the second cone, creating the T. 
 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
Starting at cone #1 (bottom of the T), attack the left side of cone #2 (top middle) stay tight to the cone, 
turning towards cone #3 (top right of the T). From there, attack the left side of cone #3 at speed and turn, 
making a complete U-turn to turn and face cone #4 on the opposite side. Once turned, attack cone #4 
(staying on the left side of cone #2) and complete another U-turn around cone #4 to face cone #2. Final step 
is attacking cone #2 with speed, staying to the left side and making a tight turn back to cone #1 to finish 
where you started. Repeat going both ways. 
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Friday - Week 2 – Reflection: 
How do box-to-box sprints translate to game situations? 

 
 

When turning tight to the cone, what part of your foot did you use? Inside or outside? What does this drill 
help us with? Time yourself and see if you can beat your own score. 

 
 

Friday - Week 1 – Observation: 

Cristiano Ronaldo Never Stops: Individual Training  
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EXTRA!!! 

 

TEAM BONUS – SOCIAL MEDIA COMPETITION! 
ACTIVITY 

 
Hot Potato challenge 

 
EQUIPMENT 

 
This is an individual activity which will appear as team working together.  

THE BEST VIDEO WILL BE POSTED ON THE CYA SOCIAL MEDIA 
 

EQUIPMENT 
 

A Soccer ball 
 

SET-UP 

A person who can link several small videos to one stream and connect all individuals 

ACTIVITY PROCEDURE & PROGRESSION 
Every player is going to juggle a couple of times, then pass the ball to your left, USE COOL JUGGLE FREE 

STYLE ....and connect all videos. see example 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1flh_AqM40eQ2qP9J6053nYwpcnjL04zw 
 


